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Abstract 

 

Business as a vicinity of commerce originated incalculable range of years past. until some years back, its sole 
intention was solely thought of to be profit creating. Business men needed solely to use their endowed cash within 

the absolute best manner to form profits. The advancement of business has modified this outlook to broader 

limits. an advert organisation is established and grows in an exceedingly society that provides it each single 
resource. the corporate is so prone to what it uses. The construct of company Social Responsibility 

(CSR) so becomes vital during this context. in step with Barnard (1938) CSR “analyses economic, legal, moral, 

social and physical aspects of environment”. the idea grew up in its worth once it had been enclosed as a 

vicinity of company governance. In Asian nation the Ministry of company Affairs in its corporations Act 2013 and 
also the corporations (Corporate Social Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014 has established norms relating 

to payment of profits on activities regarding CSR. This analysis paper aims at lightness these norms in reference 

to the activities of Pharmaceutical corporations in Asian nation. It discusses concerning the a spread of CSR 
movements commenced by high corporates of the trade giving specialise in “CSR Policy" (Schedule VII) of the 

businesses (Corporate Social Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014. 
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Introduction 

 

      In the words of Milton Friedman, a Nobelist, “The business of business is business”. whereas this argument stands 
in favour of the businesses, another phase of theorists advocated that corporations had the moral responsibility to 

contribute funds for the profit and uplift of the society at giant. industrialist (1889), a business man of affairs, in his 

book “The Gospel of Treasure”, listed a number of the areas wherever a have can give to contribute the 
surplus funds (beyond his family needs); that he would be a trustee; they're beginning of a university, hospitals, 

medical faculties, laboratories, providing free libraries and public parks, building swimming baths, churches etc. 

The urgings for and counter to CSR are continued for the past few decades and also the origin of the 

controversy lies with the book “Social Responsibilities of Businessman”, written by Howard R Bowen in 
1953. because the name implies, it's the responsibility of the corporates to devote time and cash to the 

society wherever it's frozen its existence. 

 
According to the North American nation – Britain tradition, “Corporate Social Responsibility is working a 

business in an exceedingly manner that meets or excels the moral, legal, industrial and public expectations that a 

society has from business.” 

 
Studieshaveshownthat corporations withCSRactivities are experiencing astronger monetary performance, whole im

age, turnover, whole loyalty, worker retention, name and lesser scrutiny from the govt.. 

 
Corporate Social Responsibility in Asian nation The world state of affairs has delineated each the requirements and 

tribulations of CSR. even if there area unit arguments that the corporates needn't need to choose community welfare 

activities as a vicinity of their business, the Indian Government has passed laws beneath Schedule VII 
of corporations Act, 2013 that build it obligatory certainly category of corporations to undertake CSR activities. It 

should 
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also be famous that the productions Act 1956 didn't embrace the construct of CSR within the laws. Section a 

hundred thirty five of corporations Act 2013 were amended to incorporate the subsequent changes 
 

i) The Act makes it obligatory certainly category of corporations to pay not but two of their 3 years 

average profits for CSR activities. 

ii) It is applicable to corporations with web price is Rs. five hundred large integer or additional in one year 
iii) Companies having turnover of Rs. a thousand crores or additional in any year 

iv) Companies having profits of Rs. five crores or additional in any year 

v) It is additionally applicable on foreign corporations having operations in Asian nation falling in any of the on top 
of criteria. 

vi) Companies falling beneath any of the on top of classes ought to represent CSR Committee 

with 3 administrators with a minimum of one freelance director 
vii) The CSR Committee shall formulate and advocate the CSR policies with the number of CSR expenditure to the 

management and institute a clear mechanism for its implementation. 

The Shared Social Obligation Rules, 2013 (amended in Feb, 2014) that originated into 

 
force on first April, 2014 includes the subsequent regulations1 

"Corporate Community Responsibility (CSR)" suggests that and includes, however isn't restricted to - 

(i) Projects or lists regarding activities laid out in List  
(ii) Missions or lineups regarding events take on by the boarding of administrators of an body in fulfillment of 

approvals of the CSR Commission of the Boarding as per CSR Policy (including expenditure thereon) 

(iii) Does not embrace activities drained relevance the conventional course of the business of the corporate. 

(iv) A company may additionally collaborate with alternative corporations for endeavor comes or programs of CSR 
(v) CSR Activities ought to be accepted in Asian nation to quantity for CSR Expenditure. 

(vi) Projects or programs benefitting solely the staff shall not be thought of as CSR activity. 

(vii) Any surplus arising from CSR program or project shall not be a part of company’s business profit. 
(viii) Contributions to political parties shall not represent CSR activities 

 

(ix) The Board Report of an organization of associate degreey year when one April 2014 shall embrace an Annual 
Report of CSR activities 

(x) The Board of administrators shall show their CSR policy on the company’s web site. 

 

 

Literature Review 
 

Pharmaceutical corporations area unit permissible to deal in generic or whole medications and medical devices subject 
to variety of rules and laws regarding the patenting, testing and making certain safety 

and efficaciousness and promoting of medication. The pharmaceutical trade is beneath huge pressure of developing and 

distributing medicine with efficiency. they have to emphasise effort and investments in 

R&D therefore on contend globally. all the same, it's argued that they have to require into consideration the power to be 
socially accountable to the external stakeholders. CSR ought to be powerfully supported in company culture. The 

prolonged advantage of company social responsibility ensures property economic advantage of any organization.2 

Pharmaceutical corporations ought to realize worth in doing what's best for patients instead of their shareholders’ bank 
accounts. It shifts the corporations’ duty from increasing stockholder profits to considering, and providing for, client and 

community 
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1 The Gazette of Asian nation half II Section 3(i) Regd. No. D. L.- 33004/99 Ministry Of company Affairs - 

Notification Indian capital, the twenty seventh February' 2014 p half-dozen - eight 

 
2 Alan D. Smith, (2008) "Trade social concern practices within the curative engineering", Business Approach Series, 

Vol. 9 Iss: 6, pp.306 - 315 

 

needs3.From associate degree moral purpose of read, pharmaceutical corporations ought to repay to 
society additionally to playing their regular roles – to analysis, develop, and turn out medicines productively (Leisinger, 

2005, p.579). Pharmaceutical corporations systematically turn out larger profit margins than the other, and so have an 

ethical duty to assist people who have less. He states that they need the social responsibility- largely ethical than legal; to 
the developing world. they may be enforced by investment in R&D for diseases, providing discounts 

on medicine and creating the medicine cheaper (Resnik, 2001)4. the importance of pharmaceutical corporations within 

the happiness of the society has created a study on their CSR activities relevant. 
 

 

Neutral of the Study 

 
 

The neutral of the study is 

 
1) To analyze the various CSR activities of 4 major pharmaceutical corporations in Asian nation. 

2) To list out the foremost expanses of public concern (as envisaged beneath section a hundred thirty five list VII of the 

businesses Act, 2013) whereby the chosen pharmaceutical corporations have arranged thrust on. 

3 Martin L. Hirsch, "Authentic Happiness, savvy And Allowed Policy,"  
4 Resnik, D. Developing medicine for the Rising World: associate degree Economic, Authorized, Moral, and Politically 

aware quandary. Developing World moral philosophy 2001; one, 1: 11-32. 

3) To establish the smallest amount opted CSR activities by these companies; that successively would facilitate in that 
specialize in such areas for a balanced development of the economy. 

 

Methodology 
 

Nifty drug company index consists of 10 pharmaceutical corporations. A sample of forty proportion of 

those corporations was created, which implies four corporations were haphazardly selected from these 10 corporations. 

The reports CSR events revealed within the official websites of the businesses were thought of because 
the secondary information beneath study. the various permissible classes of CSR activities listed beneath list VII of the 

dealings Act, 2013 (amended in 2014) area unit taken. The four corporations chosen for the study area unit woody 

plant Ltd., Cipla Ltd., Glenmark prescribed drugs Ltd. and Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. 
 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The study concludes characteristic that every one the businesses are doing a commendable role to the humanity 

through a figure of the socially relevant CSR activities. All the firms have perceptibly created a mark within 
the health care class associate degreed maintenance of accepted properties; presumably owing 

to their robust presence within the field as company and their understanding of the requirement for an ecological 

balance. Most of the chosen firms have given due importance to programs for promoting education, 
enhancing business skills and living standards, promoting sanitation, eradicating deficiency disease. Promotion of 

gender equality, empowering girls, reducing social and economic difference was taken care of by a number of. 

Rural Development comes are a significant CSR initiative. 

 
It is additionally derived that a number of the amendments created within the Act in 2014 has in all 

probability affected the contributions to a number of the sectors like preservation of national 
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heritage spots, art and culture, measures for advantage of military, war widows, promotion of sports and 

contributions to technology incubators. 

 
The commendable CSR efforts of those major players within the Pharmaceutical trade square 

measure considerable and so can function a model for the remainder of the businesses within the trade. The 

compliance with the rules and introduction of innovative measures to uplift the society is exceptional. The 

definition of CSR activities is comprehensive and so there's a wider scope for the pharmaceutical company to 
induce concerned in the strengthening of the society, that is basically the requirement of the hour. 
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